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You can play Treasure Hunt either all at once or space it out throughout your event. The great 

thing about this game is that everyone can play and no skill is required. It also helps people get to 

know one another. Announce one of the scenarios below. The winner gets a small gift, like a 

rose, chocolate bar, candle, $5 Starbucks gift card, etc.  

Treasure Hunt Marriage Retreat Search List 

Announce... "I am looking for... 

01. ...the couple, who on my "go," can hold the longest sustained kiss without looking around." 

02. ...the couple who can show me the most printed pictures of the two of them together." 

03. ...the person wearing the most gifts given to them by their spouse."  

04. ...the couple who can tell me the funniest real-life honeymoon story."  

05. ...the couple who birthed the most children between their wedding day and 5th anniversary."  

06. ...the couple who had the shortest honeymoon."  

07. ...the couple married on or closest to an official holiday."  

08. ...the couple married on or closest to one of their birthdays."  

09. ...the person who has given the most creative Valentine's gift to their spouse at any time."  

10. ...the person who has done the sweetest thing for their spouse's parents."  

11. ...the couple with the most unique hobby they enjoy doing together."  

12. ...the couple that looks most alike."  

13. ...the couple who lived the furthest apart when they went out on their first date."  

14. ...the couple who has traveled the furthest distance together this year."  

15. ...the couple who have the most matching letters in their first and middle names (e.g., Sam 

Peter and Mary Jane have 4 matching letters...a, m, e and r)."  

Treasure Hunt Women’s Retreat Search List 

Announce... "I am looking for... 

01. ... the oldest person present."  

02. ... the person wearing the highest heels."  

03. ... the person who has been to the most countries in the last 5 years."  

04. ... the person wearing the most buttons."  

05. ... the person with the youngest child."  

06. ... the first person to show me a photo of someone wearing a hat."  

07. ... the person with the longest hair."  

08. ... the person with the most children."  

09. ... the person who travelled the furthest distance to be here."  

10. ... the person with the most credit cards in their purse/wallet."  

11. ... the person who owns the most pairs of shoes."  

12. ... the person who brought the most pennies with them."  

13. ... the person wearing the longest earrings."  

14. ... the person who drove the oldest car to this event."  

15. ... the person with the longest fingernails."  
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